
Lessons Learned: Getting More from Run on Less 
by Alec Costerus 

 

Following the North American Council on Freight Efficiency’s (NACFE) successful Run 

on Less demonstration project, I wanted to share some observations and where able, to 

delve deeper to extrapolate some conclusions, especially considering these industry-

leading participants.  In fact, to leave the project as a one-off and sit idly without taking 

advantage of what we’ve seen would be to squander an incredible educational opportunity.  

With that spirit in mind, please allow me to share some observations gleaned from a driver, 

business owner, and engineer’s perspective to see what we can learn to get more from Run 

on Less. 
 

Before delving into the details, let’s dispense with some caveats.  First, I am not affiliated with 

NACFE, any of the participants, or any of the suppliers, vendors, or OEMs.  I am simply writing 

this as an educational tome to advance the industry’s adoption of some of these fuel-saving 

technologies.   

 

Second, I have identified the fleets by name, not to shame or otherwise demean anyone’s 

performance.  To the contrary, all the Run on Less participants deserve our collective thanks for 

demonstrating the various technologies and for proving the viability of achieving great fuel 

economy, achieving a group average over 10 MPG!  Moreover, highlighting the participants helps 

to understand the differences among owner-operator, fleet-owner, and company driver, and the 

differences among operational duty cycles which difference could be lost without their respective 

identification.  Having said that, my identification of the participants is through my own, 

proprietary market intelligence and not by, with, or aided by NACFE, so please don’t assess any 

blame on them for any disclosure. 

 

NACFE’s Run on Less event was a first-of-its-kind cross-country roadshow to showcase 

advancements in freight efficiency.  Freight Efficiency is measured as the ability to move a certain 

amount of freight a certain distance using a certain amount of fuel, expressed as ton-mile per 

gallon. 

 

Many drivers proclaimed that they don’t normally drive as slow as these seven participants.  First, 

just because you routinely drive down the zipper line at 65 MPH does not mean that your daily 

average speed is that high.  In fact, once you drive in hurricane-related traffic, make pickups and 

deliveries, buy fuel, hit the truck stop, get weigh tickets, and take care of every other on-road 

responsibility including meals, showers, and rest breaks, one’s average speed will necessarily 

diminish, usually 10% less at a minimum throughout the day.  Secondly, as this was a 

demonstration to showcase the best of what is attainable in freight efficiency, it would be foolish 

to run at 65 or 70 MPH.  These highly proficient drivers demonstrated what is attainable, and to 

do that, the trucks run best at their respective torque peaks. 

 

    

Freight Efficiency (Ton-Mile/Gallon)  =  Cargo Weight (Tons)  x  Fuel Economy (Miles per Gallon) 



Let’s discuss speed vs. fuel efficiency a little further.  One study of a good aerodynamic tractor-

trailer combination 6x2-configured vehicle required about 81 HP to roll empty on flat terrain at 60 

MPH, yet requires 60% more power at 129 HP to cover the same ground with the same aero-

equipped trailer moving at 70 MPH.  Even more salient, that same trailer travelling at 70 MPH 

without aero devices on the trailer uses an additional 17% more power at 151 HP to do the same 

work as the same speed aero trailer.  So be forewarned when you pass me when I’m pulling my 

super-aero trailer in the right lane; now you’ll know why with my 87% efficiency gain over your 

speeding brick! 

 

This was not a fuel economy competition, per se, although achieving excellent fuel economy does 

figure into freight efficiency.  Furthermore, these seven participants represent the best-in-class; 

achieving great fuel economy must necessarily come from drivers who pay keen attention to their 

equipment condition, driving style, route planning, meteorological considerations, traffic patterns, 

load selection, and so on.  Several of these drivers regard their fuel economy as a personal indicator 

as to how well they performed on a day given the above criteria.  It would be a disservice, then, to 

expect that there was no competition, as these drivers are always competitive if even with 

themselves. 

 

At the end of the three-week demonstration, according to NACFE, Ploger Transportation’s entry 

took the top freight efficiency honor at 141.1 ton-miles/gallon.  During my data analysis, I found 

that NACFE had inadvertently misqueued Ploger’s and Frito-Lay’s tare weights.  Correcting for 

these errors, Ploger’s actual freight efficiency jumped further to 151.2 ton-miles/gallon! 

 

The histogram below shows all seven fleet’s daily data, consisting of 92 daily-run points, 

separating these daily runs into quintiles.  Of the 11 runs in the top quintile – with a freight 

efficiency more than 193 ton-miles/gallon – Ploger had 64% of these runs at 7, Mesilla Valley had 

2, while Albert Transportation and Nussbaum had 1 each.  This fact is revealing as this underscores 

the overwhelming consistency at which the 11-liter outperformed the larger bores while pulling 

the second highest average gross and cargo weights, surpassed only by US Express. 
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To Ploger’s immense credit, there was nothing happenstance about their Run on Less entry, and 

much can be learned from their participation.  For example, Ploger’s technique for preloading the 

wheel hub bearings is industry-leading, where all excess bearing load is removed while 

maintaining proper bearing and hub alignment.  The company took painstaking steps to tweak, 

test, readjust, and understand soft engine parameters.  Their in-house shop replaced several 

sensors, cleaned the DPF, retorqued the injectors, and adjusted the overhead. 

 

Considering annual fuel costs at today’s $2.792 national average for a gallon of diesel fuel, 

assuming 120,000 miles/year, and assuming average cargo weight of 15 tons (approximately 

65,000 pounds gross, consistent with the national average), then Ploger’s D11-fired Volvo truck 

was noticeably the most fuel efficient of the seven trucks run, nearly $4,215 better than its nearest 

competitor (MVT in the new International LT) and $7,050 better than the nearest, most popular 

model (Albert’s Freightliner Cascadia).  Over a four-year trade cycle, that’s about $17,000 and 

$28,200, respectively, all while paying less at acquisition, enjoying lower maintenance expenses, 

and reducing emissions with the smaller plant. 

 

Interestingly, with Ploger as the sole exception, all the other long-haul participants were equipped 

with 15-liter engines.  While some of the bigger bores came close, none of them could match the 

D11’s efficiency dominance.  More surprising, this performance came from a legacy Volvo model: 

a (now discontinued) VNM model which design was introduced in 1996, with a 2016 EPA ’14 

motor.  But for Hirschbach’s 2016 ProStar, all the other long-haul trucks were new 2018 model-

year equipment: Cascadia’s with DD15’s or International’s new LT model fitted with Cummins’ 

new X15 engine.  Curiously, what will happen with Volvo’s new VNR model with the 3% across 

the board efficiency bump with the 11-liter, EPA ’17 powerplant?  Whoa! 

 

The reason the engine size is so relevant is that I cannot help but muse whether this Run on Less 

demonstration demonstrates that smaller is a better performer.  Is this the harbinger of the end of 

larger displacement engines?  For example, is more than 400 horsepower necessary to effectively 

and efficiently deliver general freight?  I think this roadshow demonstrates that the newer 

generation of small displacement engines are more than up to the challenge of everyday, long-haul 

operations that can truly excel at the regionalization of freight transportation.  The days of big 

bore, large displacement, larger turbos, high-revving motors have met their likely end of the road. 

 

A prime example is Frito-Lay, whose cargo is lightweight.  In fact, their specially-designed trailers 

are designed to maximize cargo volume.  This is an example of Frito-Lay’s optimizing for their 

unique operational needs, but which comparison to the over-the-road long-haulers Run on Less 



entries is inappropriate.  Nonetheless, if nothing else, the chip-hauler should reexamine their 

displacement approach as the smaller sibling would appreciably add to their bottom line.  Despite 

their great fuel economy with the 13-liter Volvo power, their event results are misleading as they 

lacked the cargo weight to augment the freight efficiency equation. 

 

Of the seven fleets, four contributed by having their roadshow fuel economy average above the 

10.1 MPG fleet average: Nussbaum and Ploger each at 10.5 MPG, while Albert and MVT gauged 

at 11.0 MPG.  The latter two also had consistently a higher percentage, 85% of the time to be 

exact, on which days’ runs they performed better than the fleet average 10.1 MPG, showing a 

consistency at high level performance with the loads that they carried.  As with Frito-Lay, however, 

the fuel economy results alone, though impressive, lack the full measure of the efficiency equation.   

 

Looking at the equipment, all the fleets ran with automated manual transmissions.  AMTs are more 

efficient, allow for a broader spectrum of driver skill levels, are safer in the mountains, integrate 

with engine braking, and continue to shift perfectly even as the driver nears the end of the driving 

shift without “polishing” the gears. 

 

Three of the trucks had 6x4 configurations (two 2018 Freightliners and one 2016 International); 

two 6x2 tags (one 2018 Freightliner and one 2018 International); one 4x2 day cab; and one 6x2 

liftable pusher (Ploger’s 2016 Volvo).  We can clearly see which truck was the technological leader 

here!   

 

Here are some more study results: At 60 MPH, a liftable 6x2 enjoys pulling an empty trailer on 

flat ground that is also equipped with a liftable axle has an 8% power requirement advantage at 81 

HP vs. the same vehicle with all 18 wheels planted at 88 HP.  Notably, Ploger’s Wabash trailer was 

the only entrant with a liftable trailer axle, utilizing that power appetite advantage for one-third of 

the days.  This is the direct result of Ploger’s optimizing their equipment for their operational duty 

cycle.   

 

All trailers were fitted with trailer skirts while all but one had some form of trailer tail device.  Most 

had a NoseCone product, wheel covers, and some form of aerodynamic mud flaps. 

 

The use of wide-based “super single” tires was mixed.  Albert and Hirschbach’s entries correctly 

fitted wide-based singles on their 6x4 configurations.  US Express’ entry with a 6x4 also had low 

rolling resistance duals.   Nussbaum’s and MVT’s 6x2 tag axle entries also had low rolling 

resistance wide-based singles but they should have had tractive dual tire arrangements.  The Volvo 

entries, Frito-Lay’s 4x2 and Ploger’s liftable 6x2 configurations purposely had dual, tractive tire 

setups.  Ironically, two fleets selected burnished tires (to represent half-worn tires?) for their entry 

to garner the 3% fuel economy gain from the reduced rolling resistance, when in fact, better tire 

intelligence would have yielded a larger impact.   

 

Ploger bucked conventional wisdom by fitting new, aggressive-tread, tall, Yokohama 11R24.5 

tires on their drive axle.  In a 6x2 configuration, all the torque goes to just one drive axle, so to 

minimize the torque-induced slip, Joel Morrow specified a highly tractive tire for that application.  

On its liftable pusher axle, low rolling resistance rubber was selected.  In addition to reducing slip, 

the tall rubber also afforded Joel to effectively lower the rear-end ratio from 2.53 to 2.31, moving 

the torque peak upward to his desired 57 MPH cruising speed.  It’s precisely this type of Ploger’s 

high-end innovation that produced industry-leading, world class results! 

 

I would be remiss without mentioning drivers’ skill.  And I’ll be honest: this was never a fair 

demonstration.  While all the drivers had many years’ experience, Ploger’s Joel Morrow and Albert 

Transportation’s owner, Henry Albert, are in a league completely unto their own.  Their 



experience, knowledge, industry leadership are unparalleled.  Harkening back to his youthful 

racing days, Henry Albert wears thin-soled shoes to have a better pedal feel while driving.  Ploger 

driver, Joel Morrow’s use of LinkeDrive’s PedalCoach device that coaches drivers to drive with 

the minimum of fuel to accomplish the workload at any given moment; even top performers need 

some coaching – the difference is that the very best seize every opportunity to eek out even the 

smallest gain in performance.  These two are the best of the very best from whom much can, and 

should, be learned.   

 

Lastly, I congratulate NACFE and the Run on Less fleets and their talented drivers, without whom 

none of these observations and industry insights into the future, would be possible. 

 
A top fuel economy driver, Alec Costerus is president of Colorado-based Aerodyne 
Transportation, an over-the-road, long-haul, for-hire, owner-operator providing 
transportation and logistics solutions throughout North America, covering every state and 
province between Anchorage and Halifax.  His company is a Business Capacity Owner 
leased to Landstar Inway, Inc.   

Alec earned BS degrees in Chemical Engineering and Geology from Tufts University.  He 
also completed an Executive Program in Finance at the University of Virginia’s Darden 
School of Business.   

 
You can see more articles and reports on his Facebook page at: www.Facebook.com/AerodyneTransportation or on LinkedIn.  He 
can be contacted via email at Alec@AerodyneTransportation.com.   
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